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PLATE XII. 

Fig. I. Unburned vegetation of Woodbury Common, Erica cinerea, Ulex 
earopaeus, Molinia coernlea. Tufts of Agrostis setacea in fore¬ 
ground. 

Fig. 2. Burned vegetation, dominated by Agrostis setacea. 

Fig. 3. Burned vegetation of hill top, in which A. setacea is sparse. Note 
the bare patches between the plants of gorse and Molinia. 
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PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE RELATIONS 
BETWEEN GRASSHOPPERS AND THE RE¬ 
COLONISATION OF DENUDED HEATH- AND 

MOOR-LAND VEGETATION. 

By L. A. Harvey, M.Sc., A.R.C.S., D.I.C. 

(Zoology Department, University College of the South-west, Exeter). 

I. Introduction. 

During” the course of a general ecological survey of a small 
area of Woodbury Common, near Budleigh Salterton, very 
significant differences were fotyid between the grasshopper 
populations of the ‘ normal ’ heath, and of a large burned area. 
The figures obtained to date have been small, but the differ¬ 
ences in the compositions of the populations seem to be 
sufficiently significant to merit attention. 

II. Recent History of the Area. 

The area concerned lies a few hundred yards to the east of 
Woodbury Castle. It consists of a gentle slope facing north¬ 
east. The lower levels of the slope rise from a shallow bog, but 
that part with which this description is concerned is compara¬ 
tively dry. The area is cut into two by a cart-track six feet 
wide which runs at a slight angle down the hill and is almost 
bare of vegetation, its surface consisting of rough stones 
churned up from the Budleigh Pebble beds which cover large 
areas of this common. 

Towards the end of July, 1935, a fire burned over many 
acres of the common, and was stopped at the eastward side of 
the cart-track and along a line about halfway down the slope 
above the boggy ground. As a result there is a striking con¬ 
trast between the vegetation on the east and that on the west 
of the track. On the west, where the fire did not extend it 
consists of gorse (Ulex)^ Erica cinerea L., and MoUnia 
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coerulea Moench (see fig-, i). The gorse forms a close 
canopy with the Erica and Molinia pushing through, Agrostis 

setacea Curt, is present practically everywhere under the vege¬ 
tation, and forms conspicuous tufts wherever the gorse canopy 
is broken by paths or cleared areas. The burned ground 
remained barren for a month or two, and then gorse seedlings 
began to sprout. During the winter and spring, 1935-36, these 
seedlings increased in numbers, and at the same time the 
burned tufts of Molinia began to grow again. In May, 1936, 
innumerable seedlings of Erica cinerea appeared together with 
those of Agrostis setacea. The formation is still unstable, but 
at present the lower part of the slope is dominated by the tufts 
of the Agrostis, with a comparatively dense population of 
gorse. Erica and Molinia between them (see fig. 2). The 
crown of the hill, for some reason unknown, has recovered far 
more slowly. The ground still has a blackish appearance to 
the casual glance, and the vegetation is localised in compara¬ 
tively dense clumps of gorse. Erica and Molinia, with blackened 
spaces between them (see fig. 3). Agrostis is sparse to almost 
absent here. There is no obvious reason for this difference. 
The unburned vegetation around does not differ significantly 
from that lower down the slope. 

III. The Distribution of Grasshoppers in July, 1936. 

The grasshoppers first attracted attention in July, 1936, 
when a team of some half a dozen students was taken to study 
them. The method employed was somewhat rough, and only a 
limited amount of time was available for collection. It is not 
claimed, therefore, that the figures obtained are more than 
suggestive. Sweeping had been found to be ineffective on 
account of the denseness of the gorse on the one hand, and of 
the rough entanglement presented by the burned stumps on the 
other hand. Hand collecting was, therefore, resorted to, on a 
plan suggested by Dr. C. H. N. Jackson, who was a member 
of this party. The group was lined up at intervals of five paces 
along the track, and a line of string was passed between the 
two end members of the chain. These two then stepped two 
paces away from the path and dropped the string, thus demark¬ 
ing an area some twenty-five by two paces between path edge 
and string. The members of the party then moved into this 
area and collected all the grasshoppers to be found within it. 
The end members of the line then carried a second length of 
string another two paces inwards from the path and the process 
of collection was repeated in the second area between the two 
lengths of string. In this way the grasshopper population was 
collected from four strips on each side of the track. Table i 
shows the composition for each strip. 
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Table I. 

Grasshopper population of an area of Woodbury Common, 
1936. 

{') Unburned ground. 

Strip. 
Metriopiera 

brachyptera. 
Chorthippus 

parallelus. 
Chorthippus 

bicolor. 
Myrmeleotettix 

maculatus. 
Acrydiuiu 

subulatus. 

a h a h a b a b a b 

I. — — 5 71 2 29, —• — — — 

2. •— — 12 71 5 29 — — — — 

3- 2 9 12 55 8 36 — — — — 

4- I 8 9 75 2 17 — — — — 

Total 3' 5 38 66 17 29 — — — — 

{ii ) Burned ground. 

I. — — 13 81 I 6 I 6 I 6 
2. — — 17 74 — — 6 26 — — 

3- I 4 14 54 2 7 9 35 — — 

4- — — 5 24 5- 24 II 52 — — 

T otal I I 49 57 8 9 27 31 I I 

Notes.—(i) The strips are numbered from the edge of the path 
inwards, (ii) The 'figures in column a represent the actual 
numbers of the species caught in the strip, those in column 
b represent the percentage of the species in the total catch 
for the strip. 

The following significant points emerge from the table :— 
(1) Myrmeleotettix [Gomphocerus) maciilatus Thunb., a 

strongly flying species whose general colouring is dark brown 
to grey or black, occurs only on the burned ground, and does 
not appear on the other side of the track. On the burned 
ground it constitutes an important proportion of the grass¬ 
hopper population, its relative numbers apparently increasing 
steadily as one proceeds away from the track. 

(2) Chorthippiis parallelus Zett., the dominant species on 
the unburned ground, and a predominantly green form, occurs 
in relatively high numbers on the burnt ground, but diminishes 
in importance as one passes away from the path. 

(3) Chorthippus [Staiiroderus) hicolor Charp. forms a com¬ 
paratively small element in the population on both sides of the 
track, but is markedly less important on the burned than on the 
unburned side. 

It should be borne in mind that at this time (July, 1936) 
the vegetation of the burned ground consisted of a mat of 
small seedlings of gorse. Erica, and Agrostis with larger 
clumps of Molinia. 
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IV. The Distribution of Grasshoppers in July, 1937. 

In July, 1937, the ground was again visited with a team of 
students and the procedure repeated. Two extra strips were 
taken on each side of the path, while the barer, blacker crown 
of the hill was treated as a separate area. This area has no 
definite boundary, and in consequence the strip method of 
collecting could not be employed. Random collection was re¬ 
sorted to. The results are embodied in Table 2. 

Table II. 

Grasshopper population of an area of Woodbury Common, 

1937- 
(^■) Unburned ground. 

Strip. 
Metrioptera 
brachyptera. 

Chorthippus 
parallelus. 

Chorthippus 
bicolor. 

Myrmeleotettix 
maculatus. 

Acrydium 
subulatum. 

a h a b a b a b a b 

I. I 9 9 82 I 9 — — — — 

2. I 33 2 67 — — —• — — — 

3- I 14 3 43 3' 43 — — — — 

4- — — I 17 5 84 — — — — 

5- 3 43 3 43 I 14 — — — — 

6. I 17 I 17 4 67 — — — — 

Total 7 17 19, 47 14 34 — —' — — 

(«) Burned ground (dominant Agrostis setacea). 

I. — — 8 89 — — I 11 — — 

2. I 8 9 69 I 8 I 8 I 8 

3. 7 33 10 47 4 19 — — — — 

4- 10 40 12 48 I 4 — — 2 8 

5- 3 12 18 75 2 8 — —• I 4 
6. 11 24 23 50' 4 8 3 6 5 II 

Total 32 23 80 5» 12 9 5 4 9 G 

[Hi) Burned ground [A . setacea almost absent). 

2 2 31 26 13 11 72 61 — — 

Notes.—(i) The strips are numbered from the edge of the path 
inwards, (ii) The figures in column a represent the actual 
numbers of the species caught in the strip, those in column 
h represent the percentage of the species in the total catch 
for the strip. 

It will be seen at once that the population of the burned 
ground covered with Agrostis is returning towards the condi- 
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tion of the original unburned heath, except that C. bicolor is 
still very poorly represented. C. parallelus is the dominant 
species, while M. maculatus is very much scarcer than in 1936. 
The crown of the hill, however, carries a markedly different 
population, in which M. maculatus is the dominant species, 
many more of it being taken than of all the other species 
together. 

V. Grasshoppers on Peat Cuttings on Diartmoor. 

It has not yet been possible to carry out any experiments 
to determine what may be the causes of the differences in the 
populations of these areas on Woodbury Common. Such factors 
as food, egg-laying habits, temperature, humidity, etc., may 
all play their part. A suggestive parallel was, however, dis¬ 
covered during early September, on Dartmoor, near Grims- 
pound. A number of fairly recent peat cuttings were found to 
the west of the road running from the Moretonhampstead- 
Princetown Road to Widecombe, below Grimspound. One of 
these cuttings was not yet a season old, and was still bare of 
vegetation. As was to be expected, no grasshoppers were 
found on it. A second cutting was presumably of last year’s 
date and was very sparsely colonised by Agrostis setacea. On 
this a single M. maculatus was found. The third cutting was 
at least two years old, being covered with clumps of Agrostis 
and Calluna vulgaris Salisb., with irregular areas of bare peat 
between the tufts. On this were caught fifteen M. maculatus 
and one Omocestus viridulus L. (a prevalently green species). 
The surrounding uncut moorland was thickly covered with 
Calluna and Agrostis with occasional clumps of bilberry 
(Vaccinium myrtillus L.) and islands of bracken. On this ground 
intensive search yielded no Myrmeleotettix and only one 
Omocestus. This scarcity may probably be attributed to the 
\veather which, at the time, was windy and cold, with heavy 
cloud. The presence, however, of M. maculatus almost alone 
on the peat cuttings, and its entire absence in the surrounding 
areas suggests that the dark colour of the background or the 
sparseness of cover, in this case due to an entirely different 
cause from that of the burned ground on Woodbury Common, 
is the factor governing the distribution of this grasshopper. It 
is the more probable in view of the fact that the Agrostis 
setacea, which was one of the variables at Woodbury, is here 
much more plentiful on the uncut than on the cut ground. 

VI. Discussion. 

In both the cases observed Myrmeleotettix maculatus occurs 
in an isolated colony on dark, bare ground, while the surround¬ 
ing thickly carpeted ground is populated by such generally 
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green Acridian species as Chorthippus parallelus, C. hicolor 

and Omocestus viridiilus, to the virtual exclusion of 
Myrmeleotettix. Extensive collection of grasshoppers over 
other areas of both Woodbury Common and Dartmoor have 
shown not more than half a dozen M. maculatus, whereas the 
three green species, and especially C. parallelus, occur com¬ 
monly almost everywhere. The features common to both areas 
are the dark and mottled nature of the ground, the sparseness 
of the cover, and the early colonisation by Agrostis setacea. 

But A. setacea, particularly on Dartmoor, occurs very exten¬ 
sively on uncut or unburned zones, sometimes constituting 
almost the most important grass present, whereas M. 

maciilatiis seems to be very largely restricted to such bare 
zones as have been described. Moreover to the human eye M. 

niaculatus is to all intents invisible on burned ground and 
almost equally so on cut peat, while the green species are well 
concealed in thick vegetation, but prominent on the barer 
regions. Further investigation will show whether protective 
coloration is the factor which determines the development of 
these colonies. Little information is at present available as to 
the colour preferences of the species, or about any animals 
which may prey upon it. A number of observations bearing 
out my own occur in the literature. Lucas (1920, p. 222) 
remarks as follows on the species :—‘ They were dark generally 
on the S. Devon moorland margin, while those met with near 
the sea were pale. On dark soil in the New Forest, not yet 
covered with vegetation after a fire, one or two very dark 
specimens were noticed, while bright colours appeared to be 
absent; amongst heather on the other hand they are sometimes 
very prettily marked with crimson and green, Evans found 
them almost black where heather had been burnt in Dumbar¬ 
tonshire.’ It may be observed in this connection that most of 
the specimens found on both Woodbury Common and Dart¬ 
moor have been very dark. Nevertheless even those individuals 
which appear to be brilliantly marked when brought into the 
laboratory, when observed on their natural background are 
quite as invisible as their drabber relatives. There is one form 
which occurs occasionally in which the whole of the dorsal 
surface from the vertex to near the hind tip of the elytra is a 
brilliant light chestnut, while the sides of the thorax and 
abdomen are green mottled with browns and blacks. When 
pursuing such a form unless the spot on which it alights is 
very carefully noted it is almost impossible to detect it until 
it jumps again. This invisibility it owes to the fact that the 
background is not uniform, but is composed of streaks and 
patches of various colours in themselves brilliant, but mingled 
together, giving a general dark tone. Burr (1936, p. 82) says 
of it, ‘ I have always associated it with sandy soil. It varies 
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so much in coloration that hardly two specimens are alike.’ 
Lastly Diver and Diver (1933, p. 59) at South Haven 
Peninsula found it confined largely to shorter heather and 
grassy dips. They say, ‘ the species . . . does not appear to 
establish itself in vigorously growing Calluna; it clearly prefers 
short vegetation, and the presence of some short grass seems 
essential, though this may be very sparse. From the taller 
grasses it is absent.’ These last observations suggest that it 
may be the reduction of the cover by burning or cutting which 
may be important to this grasshopper, but whether as a 
secondary or a primary consideration is as yet unknown. 

It is a pleasure to record my appreciation of the help given 
in the surveys of . the Woodbury Common area in 1936 and 
193,7 by students of my own and other colleges. I am parti¬ 
cularly indebted to my wife for assistance in the collection and 
more especially for her determinations of the vegetation on 
all the ground examined. 

VII. Summary. 

The distribution of several species of grasshopper has been 
determined in relation to burned and unburned ground on 
Woodbury Common, Devonshire. Myrmeleotettix maculatus 

has been found to occur on the burned areas, and appears to 
congregate most densely on ground where the blackened, bare 
surface is freely exposed between the colonising vegetation. 
It is absent or very sparse on unburned ground. Chorthippus 

parallelus and C. hicolor are found in the thick vegetation of 
the unburned areas, and only colonise the burned ground 
heavily as the vegetation begins to recover and form a relatively 
dense cover. 

Somewhat similar conditions apparently occur in peat cut¬ 
tings on Dartmoor, and the few figures obtained here suggests 
that M. maculatus colonises the cuttings much as it does the 
burned ground. 

No explanation is at present offered of the phenomena 
observed, but it is suggested that protective coloration may be 
an important factor. 
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